extensive comparison studies have evalu ated the advantages and limitations of each method. 1 However, few studies have made the effort to combine the strengths of the individ ual methods while avoiding their weaknesses.
As Edward Keedwell and Ajit Narayana 2 point out, hybrid approaches are useful for solving various problems in bioinformat ics. However, algorithms can be combined in many ways, and problem formulation often determines the method selected. We under stand the philosophy here: Hybrid methods are necessary in many practical applications, such as bioinformatics; the key point is how to discover the most appropriate combina tions of algorithms, or hybrids, for a spe cific problem. A straightforward way is to investigate the alternatives one by one, but this is a timeconsuming, tedious task. In the past, it was infeasible because it meant modifying the code and recompiling the program to test each new combination. Is there any way now to speed up the process significantly-making it, say, ten times faster, or more? The answer is an agentbased approach.
Agents are a special kind of autonomous computer program that is good at dealing with complex, dynamic interactions. They offer a new and often more appropriate route to developing complex systems, especially in open and dynamic environments. Thus, agent perspectives are ideally suited to model the manifold interactions among the many differ ent components of hybrid intelligent systems. 3 By implementing different algorithms in terms of agents, we can test different combinations by forming different multiagent systems at runtime rather than at design time. We no longer need to modify the code each time we test a new combination. Thus, in a given time frame we can investigate many more algorithm combinations than we could using traditional methods.
Using this approach, we found a geneticalgorithmbased hybrid system (genetic ensemble, or GE for short) suitable for micro array data analy sis. This system incorporates different classification and filtering algorithms as different fitness functions of a mul tiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA), which serves as the generator and the selector of gene subsets. By fulfilling each criterion, the system optimizes the selected gene combinations under the supervision of all integrated algo rithms. This process fuses multiple sources of information into the selec tion, and helps determine an unbi ased and wellgeneralized gene subset, which is more likely to have a genu ine association with the target disease than subsets chosen by other means.
This article reports our experience in agentbased hybrid construction for microarray data analysis. The contributions are twofold: We dem onstrate that agentbased approaches are suitable for building hybrid sys tems in general, and that a genetic ensemble system is appropriate for microarray data analysis in particular.
Agent-Based Hybrid Approach for Bioinformatics
Researchers have applied many AI techniques, such as genetic algorithms and neural networks, to bioinformat ics. Although these algorithms can in dividually find interesting solutions to bioinformatics problems, in many cases one technique isn't sufficient to solve a problem-because of the na ture of the problem or because no one algorithm fits the problem require ments. In such situations, hybrid so lutions that combine the attributes of multiple algorithms can solve a prob lem more successfully. However, hy brid algorithms are often experimen tal in nature. Because there are so many ways to combine algorithms, it's hard to discover the right hybrid solution by testing all the possible al ternatives one by one.
Based on our research on agents and data mining, we proposed an agentbased framework for complex problem solving, 3 and demonstrated that it's good at constructing hybrid systems for financial investment plan ning 4 and agentmining interactions. 5, 6 The agentbased hybrid systems con structed using the framework have the following crucial characteristics:
Any new capabilities (in the form • of additional agents) can easily be added to the system, and any techniques no longer used can be deleted from the system dynami cally at runtime. Their flexibility and robustness offer • great improvements over traditionally created systems for the same tasks.
Now we've applied the framework to bioinformatics. With the support of the agentbased framework, we can test many more algorithm combina tions in a short time period. Exten sive investigation led us to a hybrid solution that integrates different data mining techniques for gene selection and microarray classification.
Agent-Based Genetic Ensemble Hybrid for Microarrays
Microarray technology can measure the expression levels of several thou sand genes in parallel. This technology is a common tool in comparative stud ies of disease versus normal samples or disease subtype discovery. Because col lecting samples is a slow and expensive process, the data sets of microarray studies commonly have a high geneto sample ratio. Thus, one important as pect in microarray data analysis is to perform gene selection, which reduces input data set redundancy, noise intro duced into the classification process, and computational expense. Gene se lection is also important because it helps biologists focus on the selected genes; they can easily perform fur ther biological experiments to vali date and pursue the genes' biological importance. Genetic algorithms are very popu lar in feature selection because they explore large feature spaces efficiently. Several studies have applied a genetic algorithm as a wrapper for gene selec tion of microarrays. 7, 8 However, those studies typically used only one classi fier to guide the genetic algorithm opti mization, an approach very susceptible to overfitting. 9 Our solution is to inte grate multiple classification algorithms as well as filtering algorithms as the gene evaluation components. This ap proach reduces the selection bias of a specific evaluation component and en hances the generalization property of the selected genes.
This formulation led us to de velop an agentbased gene selection framework in a genetic ensemble ar chitecture that attempts to optimize different components simultaneously. Figure 1 shows the overview of the GE hybrid. GE implements different algorithms, such as Naive Bayes and decision trees, in terms of agents. This lets us easily investigate many differ ent combinations of these algorithms by forming different multiagent sys tems at runtime.
Similar to the system developed by Leping Li and his colleagues, 7 when applied to gene selection and classifi cation of microarrays, the GE hybrid works iteratively, collecting multiple gene subsets as candidate sample clas sification profiles. It then ranks genes collected from the candidate profiles by their selection frequency and eval uates the most frequently selected genes in unseen data classification.
Algorithm selection in Agentbased Ge Hybrid
We based the selection of classifi ers for GE hybrids on their sample classification accuracy and diversity from other classifiers. Formally, we maximize (1) where i is a given classifier, accu racy(i) is the classification accuracy, diversity(i) is the average of the plain disagreement with other classifiers, and a is the contribution factor of diversity, which we set to 0.2 in our study. For two classifiers p and q, the diversity measure by plain disagree ment equals the proportion of the samples on which the classifiers make different predictions:
where N is the number of instances in the data set, C p (k) is the function that assigns a classification value to sam ple k with classifier p.
The value of plain disagreement varies from 0 to 1. This measure equals 0 when the classifiers return the same classes for each instance, and it equals 1 when the predic tions are always different. We fixed the maximum number of classifiers as five and tested different classifiers in agent form at runtime. We then selected the five classifiers with the highest C(i) score as classifier compo nents of the ensemble.
For the filter components, we fa vored those that are consistent with the classifier components. We did this by computing the merit score of each gene subset using different filter algorithms. If, with a given fil ter algorithm, a subset can generate a higher classification accuracy than another subset, and if it also has been calculated to have a higher score than that subset, we favored this filter al gorithm. Otherwise, the filter algo rithm is unfavored. We kept track of the favor count for each integrated filter and chose those with the high est counts.
After extensive experiments, we in tegrated five classifiers and two filters into the GE hybrid. For the multiple classifier components, we devised two classifier integration strategies. Of course, we can easily add new algo rithms or techniques to the system in the form of agents.
multiobjective Genetic Algorithm
Researchers have applied several singleobjective geneticalgorithmbased algorithms to the analysis of micro array data. However, these research ers have typically combined these algorithms with a single classifier to perform gene selection. 9 With differ ent classification or evaluation algo rithms, the performance and resulting gene subsets can differ significantly. To avoid drawing too much on a cer tain classifier for the solution, we use a MOGA to integrate various evaluation information provided by different learning and evaluat ing algorithms. Such a process is of ten termed information fusion, and the MOGA becomes the overall gene selection scheme. We define the fit ness function of the MOGA algo rithm as follows:
where s is the gene subset under evalu ation, n is the number of components for evaluating s, and w i is the contri bution weight of the evaluation com ponent i to the final fitness score. The MOGA identifies the gene subset s that can fulfill all components simultane ously by finding the optimal tradeoff.
classifiers and Integration strategies
Creating an ensemble of classifiers is an increasingly popular and prom ising way to improve classification accuracy. With proper integration, an ensemble can also increase the chance of identifying biologically important genes. 10 These advantages justify the use of the GE hybrid for gene selec tion and classification of microarrays. For the GE hybrid, the five classifiers we selected are Decision Tree (C4.5), Random Forest (RF), Seven Near est Neighbors (7NN), Naive Bayes (NB), and Three Nearest Neigh bors (3NN). Our selections take into consideration not only classification accuracy but also diversity among the classifiers and consistency with the filter components. Based on our previous experience, 11 we used two classifier integration strategies for en semble composition.
Blocking Integration. Gianluca Bon tempi first introduced blocking integra tion for gene selection of micro arrays. 10 The essential idea is that by using more classifiers to validate a feature subset, we can increase the chance of obtain ing a bettergeneralized selection, and hence, higher classification accuracy on unseen data.
Suppose a total of n classifiers, with each creating a different hypoth esis, h i (s), (i = 1, … , n), when classi fying the data using feature subset s. We define the fitness function derived from blocking integration as follows:
where y is the class label of samples, and C(.) is the accuracy evaluation function, which can be calculated by crossvalidation and so on.
This part of the fitness function adds multiple test conditions into the GE system, and the gene subset op timized under this criterion won't tie to a certain classifier but will in stead have a more generalized nature.
Moreover, genes selected with this in tegration strategy are more likely to have a genuine relevance to the bio logical trait or disease being studied.
Voting Integration. The second classi fier integration measure that we apply in the GE system is majority voting. Majority voting is one of the simplest strategies in implementing an ensem ble classifier, but its power is compara ble to that of more complex methods.
Again, suppose a total of n classi fiers, with each creating a different hypothesis h i (s), (i = 1, … , n) when classifying the data using feature sub set s. The fitness derived from an en semble classifier of majority voting is the following:
where y is the class label of samples and V(.) is the voting function.
Majority voting combines the in dividual classifiers with the goal of increasing classification accuracy. It promotes the target gene subset in creating diverse classifiers implicitly, which in turn leads to a higher sam ple classification accuracy.
Filters
After using the multiagent frame work to identify appropriate filter al gorithms, we selected two for the GE hybrid-Gain Ratio and ReliefF.
Gain Ratio. Gain Ratio incorporates split information of features into the Information Gain algorithm. We ob tain a feature's split information by measuring how broadly and uniformly the feature splits the data. Suppose a microarray data set has a set of classes denoted as c i , (i = 1, … , m), and each gene g has a set of possible values de noted as V. Then we can formulate the fitness of a gene subset s with respect to Gain Ratio as follows:
where d denotes the number of genes in subset s, and g j is the jth gene in subset s. For each gene g, we calculate Gain(.) and Split(.) as follows:
where S v is the subset of S for which gene g has value v.
ReliefF. ReliefF is a widely used fil ter algorithm that selects features by examining how well their values dis tinguish among samples that are sim ilar. In the microarray datamining context, this means identifying the genes that have a high resolution for distinguishing samples that have sim ilar expression patterns. ReliefF uses the following formula to compute the merit score for a gene g:
where g diff denotes different values of gene g, while class diff and class same denote between classes and within a class, respectively. The fitness derived from ReliefF evaluation takes the fol lowing formulation:
where d denotes the number of genes in subset s, and g j is the jth gene in subset s.
The evaluation results of a gene sub set with both Gain Ratio and ReliefF are scaled into the range [0-1]. Thus, filter evaluation scores are consistent with the classifiers' classification accu racy, letting us combine these scores.
Data Sets and Data Preprocessing
We used three binaryclass and two multiclass microarray data sets to eval uate and compare the proposed sys tem with other methods. The data sets, summarized in Table 1 , are available from http://cs1.shu.edu.cn/gzli/data/ mirrorkentridge.html. Each data set contains the microarray profiling of several thousands of genes, which are used to measure and differentiate the expression pattern of different disease groups, subtypes, or normal samples.
Despite the continuing improvement in profiling technology, micro array data still have high data noise and extreme values. Therefore, data nor malization has great importance and can heavily influence the success of the overall analysis. We know from previous studies 13 that sample clas sification in general requires only a few dozen genes (or even only a few genes). Thus, the top 100 to 200 ranked genes should be sufficient for GE to start its work.
With these observations in mind, we preprocessed each microarray data set with the following pipeline steps:
Standardize the gene expression 1.
levels of the data set with a mean of 0 and variance of 1. duce the feature dimension of the data set. 14 MOGA's population size is onefifth the feature size of the data set being analyzed, with a minimum size of 10. We implemented two ter mination conditions: First, the gener ation reaches the number of onefifth of the feature size, with a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 50. Second, the convergence percentage of the popula tion is up to 0.9. The implementation adopts singlepoint crossover with a probability of 0.7. To allow multiple mutations, when a single mutation occurs on a chromosome (with prob ability 0.025), another singlepoint mutation may occur on the same chromosome with a probability of 0.25, and so on. The implementation uses the binary tournament selection method for chromosome selection. For chromosome coding, GE as signs each gene in a data set an id. GE then represents the chromosome as a string of gene ids, which specify the selected gene subset. Finally, after some preliminary testing, we set the weights of each component for the MOGA: w 1 = 0.3, w 2 = 0.3, w 3 = 0.2, and w 4 = 0.2. These weights provided good classification results.
We recompiled the classifier and the filter algorithms from the Weka suite 15 and wrapped them as agents. This kept each algorithm's data analysis capabil ity the same, but let them communi cate with the MOGA agent and made it possible to add them to or remove them from the system at runtime.
performance
To evaluate GE hybrid's performance, we compared it with the GA/kNN algorithm, developed by Li and his colleagues. 7 We used threefold strat ified crossvalidation for evaluation because several microarray data sets have a very limited sample size. We tested both methods on identical divi sions of training and test sets.
When applying GA/kNN, we used a chromosome length of 10, majority voting, and k = 3 for kNN. The cut off of the selection threshold for the chromosomes of GA/kNN depends on the characteristics of the data sets. We used different thresholds on different data sets according to their classification power.
Because GAs belong to the group of stochastic algorithms, when we ap ply a GA to gene selection of micro array data it's important and nec essary to evaluate the algorithm's reproducibility. Li and his colleagues demonstrated the GA/kNN algorithm's reproducibility by repeating the gene se lection and ranking procedures on the same training set with different random seed numbers, then visualizing the cor relation of the two independent runs. 7 However, this procedure doesn't pro vide any numerical value for quantify ing the algorithm's reproducibility. In this study, we quantify the gene selec tion and ranking reproducibility by cal culating Pearson's productmoment cor relation for the ranking results produced by each independent run as follows: runs, and n denotes the number of the total genes in the ranking results. Es sentially, the larger the magnitude of r (close or equal to 1) the more repro ducible we consider the algorithm's ranking results.
Experimental Results
We compared GE hybrid and the GA/ kNN algorithm from a sample clas sification perspective by applying the two methods to five microarray data sets. To provide a third point of comparison, we applied the Bagging and Boosting algorithms with base classifier C4.5 to the same data sets; these algorithms are commonly used methods for ensemble classifier inte gration. We also evaluated the repro ducibility of each algorithm.
Data classification
In microarray data classification, the first question a researcher should ask is how many genes are actually nec essary for accurate classification. Sev eral studies have suggested that in general only a few dozen genes (or in some cases only a few genes) are ac tually relevant to the disease or trait being analyzed. 13 Ideally, research ers should use only those genes for phenotype classification. In prac tice, however, identifying this opti mal number of genes is extremely dif ficult. To address this issue, we first conducted a set of experiments to determine the sufficient gene set size for maximizing sample classification accuracy. Figure 2 depicts the fitness scores of the best subsets, with dif ferent sizes selected by GE hybrid. The sizes of the gene subsets start at 2 genes and then range from 5 genes to 50 genes in steps of 5. At a gene subset size of 20 and above, we see no significant improvement. Therefore, we compared classification results for GE and GA/kNN with the 5 to 20 most frequently selected genes. Tables 2a and 2b detail the sam ple classification accuracy results us ing GE and GA/kNNselected gene subsets for different microarray data sets. Each algorithm collected 1,000 optimal gene combinations during the training process and used the top ranked genes to form feature subsets for later sample classification. We evaluated the topranked genes from GE and GA/kNNselected gene sub sets using individual classifiers and their voting ensemble with threefold stratified crossvalidation.
By comparing the column aver ages in Tables 2a and 2b , we can see that in most cases the classification accuracies of GEselected gene sub sets are higher than those obtained by GA/kNN, regardless of the clas sifier. Thus, GEselected gene sub sets have better generalization ability in sample classification. By comparing row averages in Tables  2a and 2b , we again find that in most cases GEselected genes yield better classification results than those of GA/kNN. This indicates that GE is better able to group the most differential genes at the very top of the ranking list.
The overall average classification accuracy of the two algorithms for each microarray data set (shown in bold at the intersection of col umn average and row average) fur ther confirms these observations. Specifically, the overall average clas sification accuracies for the GE hy brid applied to the binaryclass data sets are 94.27 percent for leukemia, 84.22 percent for colon cancer, and 72.95 percent for breast cancer. GA/ kNN's results are 90.30 percent, 79.81 percent, and 70.85 percent for the same data sets. Thus, the GE hy brid generated improvements of 2 to 4 percent. For the multiclass data sets, the GE hybrid achieved overall accuracies of 91.25 percent for the ALL data set and 92.91 percent for the MLL data set. (ALL is acute lym phoblastic leukemia; MLL is mixed lineage leukemia, a subtype of ALL. However, MLL here refers to the name of the data set generated by a study by Scott A. Armstrong et al. 12 ) GA/kNN achieved 90.14 percent and 92.06 percent accuracy on the same data sets. Although classifica tion improvement is an important assessment criterion, these improve ments also indicate the GE hybrid's better generalization ability in identi fying biologically "important" genes.
Bagging and boosting algorithms generate several instances of an in ductive algorithm by creating each instance with a different portion of training data. Table 3 (page 62) lists the sample classification accuracy obtained by employing Bagging and AdaBoosting C4.5 with each micro array data set, providing a third yard stick for our algorithm comparison. Because these algorithms determine the size of the gene set implicitly while building the classifier models, Table 3 lists only one classification result for each algorithm with each data set. The classification results are generally lower than those achieved by the GA based algorithms, with the exception of the ALL data set, for which Ada Boosting C4.5 achieves a classifica tion accuracy of 92.16 percent.
reproducibility evaluation
To evaluate the algorithms' reproduc ibility, we reran GA/kNN and the proposed GE system independently five times with the combination of the training and test data sets. To ob tain more differentiable results, we collected only 100 nearoptimal solu tions in each independent run for gene ranking. Then, we calculated the Pear son correlation (Equation 11 ) of five independent runs in a pairwise man ner, producing 10 correlation results. We then calculated the final results of each algorithm's reproducibility by averaging each pair of the Pearson correlation values. applied to the microarray data sets. We produced each result by averag ing 10 pairwise Pearson's Product Moment correlation values.
As Table 4 shows, applying the GE hybrid to the five data sets yields, on av erage, a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.888. GA/kNN applied to the same data sets yields an average Pear son correlation coefficient of 0.778. These results indicate that GE is more repeatable and stable in terms of gene selection and ranking than the GA/ kNN algorithm.
One interesting finding is that essen tially there's an inverse relationship be tween the correlation coefficient of each independent run and the misclassifica tion rate of a data set. That is, when the misclassification rate of the data set is high, the correlation coefficient value of each independent run is low. We ob served this phenomenon in the results of both the GE and GA/kNN systems. These genes will require more study for validation of their biological importance.
Frequently selected Genes
O ne major disadvantage of using a singleclassifierbased wrap per for microarray data analysis is that the algorithm draws too much on the particular classifier's classi fication hypothesis. Given the high featuretosample ratio of micro array data sets, this leads to severe overfitting; many wrapperbased gene selection approaches have suffered from this problem. 9 Moreover, if a given classifier can achieve similar classification accuracy for a data set with many different gene subsets, the singleclassifierbased wrapper might lose its power to identify truly bio logically important genes, and the selected genes might show poor clas sification power when applied to the unseen data. In such situations, us ing classification accuracy of a given inductive algorithm as the sole cri terion isn't sufficient for important gene identification and accurate sam ple classification. In contrast to previous studies, the GE system we propose doesn't depend on any specific gene evaluation crite rion but incorporates many of them. In this way, the system balances the evaluation results of different induc tive algorithms and statistic methods, and it evaluates the importance of a given gene or gene subset from mul tiple perspectives. Therefore, the GE hybrid increases our chance of identi fying genes that not only have a better classification power on training data but also greater generalization abil ity on unseen data. Consequently, this system also maximizes our chances of identifying genuinely biologically important biomarkers, which scien tists can then use as gene profiles for disease diagnosis and susceptibility assessment.
Experimental results confirmed our hypothesis that by incorporating more information provided by different evaluation methods, the GE hybrid could achieve higher classification ac curacy and better selection stability than other methods. Although our current implementation has a limited number of classifiers and filters, the system lets us easily plug in new al gorithms and integration methods in terms of agents, leaving much room for improvement. 
